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Local living is a framework for policy which could help address the urban
challenges cities are facing post-pandemic. It is about putting people’s needs at
the start of the process and working out how the city works around them. The
framework is made up of four core areas: more flexible buildings, complete
neighbourhoods, polycentric city structures and less miles travelled by people and
goods. Each has a number of goals that, if achieved, would help improve people's
lives.



Planning at the neighbourhood scale is the key to solving global challenges
such as the climate emergency, social division, and the need for housing.
Solutions need to be replicable and scalable, as exponential sustainability is the key
to success. This can best be done at the local level, combining approaches to
affordable housing, health hubs, co-mobility hubs, community canteens, public
squares etc. to create sustainable and flourishing communities.



Considering walkability when choosing new development sites is very
important. Otherwise, there will be a lack of walkable destinations for residents and
more car dependency and/or isolation. We need clearer guidance on what constitutes a
walkable distance and tools to determine this to support better planning decisions.
Emphasis should be put on walking in decarbonising transport policies, as walking is
not only a healthy mode of transport but a sustainable mode of transport too when
residents can actually get to everyday destinations without using a car.



The Doughnut Economics model is a way of thinking that can be applied to
community level projects. The model is based on a book by Kate Raworth and
uses two concentric rings giving an ecological ceiling and a social equality floor to
growth. The space between these forms the doughnut that represents sound growth.
The model is used around the world to support new economic ideas. The Doughnut
Economics Action Lab helps people apply the model to their communities.
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